
Archibald Nemecix;  24 AC, 23 Fortitude, 24 Reflex, 29

Statistics
Neutral Teifling Wild Mage (Sorcerer 16)

Initiative +17 (inc +6 Warden bonus); Speed 6
Passive Senses 18 Perception (low-light), 23 Insight
Languages Common, Primordial

HP 101 (bloodied 50); Surges 8 (25 hp)
Defenses 24 AC, 23 Fortitude, 24 Reflex, 29 Will
Armor +3 Cloth armor of Repulsion, +3 Lifesaving 
Brooch
Resistances Fire 13, Wild Soul 10, Rager's Belt

Abilities Str 14, Con 14, Dex 17, Int 14, Wis 11, Cha 22
Skills +15 Arcana, +21 Bluff, +13 Insight, +21 Intimidate, 
+13 Stealth (untrained)
Beginner's Luck: If the result of the d20 roll for an 
untrained skill check is ODD, you gain a +6 feat bonus to 
that skill check.

Traits
Bloodhunt: You gain a +1 bonus to attack rolls against 
bloodied foes.
Chaos Burst: Your first attack roll during each of your 
turns determines a benefit that you gain in that round. If 
you roll an EVEN number, you gain a +1 bonus to AC 
until the start of your next turn. If you roll an ODD 
number, you make a saving throw.
Chaos Power: You gain a +5 bonus to the damage rolls of 
arcane powers.
Diabolic Soul: Whenever you take a critical hit, you gain 
a +2 feat bonus to attack rolls against that enemy until the 
end of the encounter.
Distant Advantage: You gain combat advantage for 
ranged or area attacks against any enemy flanked by your 
allies.
Low-Light Vision
Wild Soul (Fortunate Resistance): When you finish an 
extended rest, choose 1-5 or 6-10 and roll a d10 to 
determine a damage type. If the result of your first die roll 
is within the range selected, you can choose any result to 

replace that die roll.

1. Acid
2. Cold
3. Fire
4. Force
5. Lightning

6. Necrotic
7. Poison
8. Psychic
9. Radiant
10. Thunder

You gain resist 10 to that damage type until the end of 
your next extended rest. 
While you have resistance to that damage type, your 
arcane powers ignore any target's resistance to that 
damage type up to the value of your resistance.

Triggered
Battle Caster Defense: When you provoke an 
opportunity attack by using a ranged or area power, you 
gain a +4 bonus to AC against that attack.

Black Wrath of Hell Feat Power

You burn through the very essence of your own soul to 
lend terrifying power to your attack.

Daily
Free Action * Personal

Prerequisite: You must have used diabolic 
transformation during this encounter.
Trigger: You hit an enemy with an attack.
Effect: The attack deals 2d10 extra damage and the 
target takes a -6 penalty to attack rolls against you (save 
ends).

Chaos Action: When you spend an action point to take an 
extra action, you can roll a d6 to also gain one of the 
benefits below.

1. You become invisible until the start of your next 
turn.

2. You teleport 8 squares.
3. You gain temporary hit points equal to one-half 

your level.
4. Until the end of the encounter, each ally within 5 

squares of you gains resist 10 of the damage type 
you resist with your Wild Soul.

5. You teleport an ally and an enemy within 10 
squares of you, swapping their positions.

6. You and your ally within 5 squares of you each 
make a saving throw.

Critical Surge: When you score a critical hit, it deals an 
extra 1d10 damage.

Furious Demand Feat Power

Your soul burns with anger, causing your foe to quail in 
fear at the expression on your face.

Daily
Free Action * Personal

Trigger: You succeed on an Intimidate check or hit with 
an attack
Target: The creature you intimidated or hit
Effect: You gain a +2 bonus to all Intimidate checks 
until the end of the encounter. In addition, the target 
takes a -6 penalty to all attack rolls against you (save 
ends).
Aftereffect: The target takes a -6 penalty to all attack 
rolls against you until the end of its next turn.

Insightful Riposte Insight Utility 16

You predict how the enemy will react to your strike and 
account for it.

Encounter
Free Action * Personal

Trigger:  You miss with an attack
Effect: You gain a +3 power bonus to the attack roll.

Prerequisite: You must be trained in Insight.

Unfettered Power: When you roll a natural 20 on an 
attack roll for an arcane power, you slide the target 1 
square and knock it prone after applying the attack's other 
effects.
When you roll a natural 1 on an attack roll for an arcane 
power, you must push each creature within 5 squares of 
you 1 square.
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Wild Surge: When you roll a natural 1 on an attack roll 
for an arcane power, you can take the miss result and your 
unfettered power class feature, or you can roll a d6 and 
substitute one of the results below.

1. The attack misses, and you and the target 
teleport, swapping positions after you resolve the 
rest of the attack.

2. The attack misses, and you drop prone and slide 
3 squares away from the target.

3. The attack misses, and both you and the target 
are dazed.

4. Reroll the attack roll. If you roll a natural 1 
again, you take 2d10 + your Cha mod damage, 
and you can't use Wild Surge again during this 
encounter.

5. The attack hits instead of misses, and you are 
stunned until the end of your next turn.

6. The attack hits instead of misses.

Standard Actions

Blazing Starfall Sorcerer Attack 1

A shower of radiance falls upon your enemies.

At-Will * Arcane, Implement, Radiant
Standard Action * Area burst 1 within 10 sq

Target: Each creature in burst
Attack: +19 vs Reflex
Hit: 1d4 + 17 radiant damage.

War Wizardry: Your arcane spells take a -5 penalty on 
attack rolls against allies, and deal only half of their 
normal damage to allies.

Chaos Bolt Sorcerer Attack 1

A bolt of many-colored light leaps from your hand and 
screams toward an enemy's head.

At-Will * Arcane, Implement, Psychic
Standard Action * Ranged 10

Primary Target: One creature
Primary Attack: +19 vs Will
Hit: 1d10 + 17 psychic damage.
Wild Magic: If you rolled an EVEN number, for the 
primary attack roll, make a secondary attack.

Secondary Target: One creature within 5 squares of the 
target last hit by this power.
Secondary Attack: +19 vs Will
Hit: 1d6 +11 psychic damage. If you rolled an EVEN 
number for the secondary attack roll, repeat the 
secondary attack. You can attack a creature only once 
with a single use of this power.

Chaos Storm Sorcerer Attack 7

A storm of lightning pounds your enemies. When the 
storm clears, everyone has teleported to new positions 
by your magic.

Encounter * Arcane, Implement, Lighting, Teleportation
Standard Action * Area burst 1 within 10 sq

Target: Each creature in burst
Attack: +19 vs Reflex
Hit: 2d6 +17 lightning damage.
Wild Magic: You teleport each target hit by the attack to 
any other space within the burst.

War Wizardry: Your arcane spells take a -5 penalty on 
attack rolls against allies, and deal only half of their 
normal damage to allies.

Cyclone Pull Sorcerer Attack 13

From the ground rises a cyclone that consumes your foes  
in violence, battering them and pulling them toward its 
center.

Encounter * Arcane Implement
Standard Action * Area burst 3 within 10 sq

Target: One, two, or three creatures in burst
Attack: +19 vs Fortitude
Hit: 1d6 + 17 damage, and you slide the target 2 squares 
closer to the origin square of the burst.

Dancing Lightning Sorcerer Attack 3

As lightning strikes your foe, thunder batters creatures 
around it.

Encounter * Arcane, Implement, Lightning, Thunder
Standard Action * Ranged 10

Target: One creature
Attack: +19 vs Reflex
Hit: 2d10 + 17 lightning damage, and each creature 
adjacent to the target takes 6 thunder damage.

War Wizardry: Your arcane spells take a -5 penalty on 
attack rolls against allies, and deal only half of their 
normal damage to allies.
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Tempest Surge Wild Mage attack 11

Raw energy erupts from your outstretched palm, then 
curls into a whirling tempest.

Encounter * Arcane, Implement
Standard Action * Area burst 1d4 within 20 sq
Special: Pick the burst's origin square before rolling to 
determine the burst's size.

Target: Each creature in burst. Roll a d4, and you can 
exclude a number of targets equal to the result.
Attack: +19 vs Reflex
Hit: 3d8 +17 mod.

War Wizardry: Your arcane spells take a -5 penalty on 
attack rolls against allies, and deal only half of their 
normal damage to allies.

Howling Hurricane Sorcerer Attack 9

The cries of the wind compete with the sound of thunder 
as you bring forth a screaming vortex that spins your 
foes about.

Daily * Arcane Implement, Thunder, Zone
Standard Action * Area burst 1 within 10 sq

Target: Each creature in burst
Attack: +19 vs Fortitude
Hit: 3d8 + 17 thunder damage and you slide the target 3 
squares.

Lucky Shot: If the result of the d20 roll for the attack is 
EVEN, you gain a +6 feat bonus to the damage roll for 
this attack.
War Wizardry: Your arcane spells take a -5 penalty on 
attack rolls against allies, and deal only half of their 
normal damage to allies.

Effect: The burst creates a zone of swirling wind that 
lasts until the end of the your next turn. You slide each 
creature that starts its turn within the zone 2 square.
As a move action, you can move the zone 6 squares)
Sustain Minor: The zone persists.

Hostility Charm Sorcerer Attack 15

You cloud your foe's senses so that it questions which 
creatures are its allies.

Daily * Arcane, Charm, Implement, Psychic
Standard Action * Ranged 10

Target: One creature
Attack: +19 vs Will
Hit: 5d6 +17 psychic damage and, as a free action, the 
target charges your enemy nearest to it that it can charge 
and makes a melee basic attack.
Wild Magic: If you rolled an EVEN number on the 
attack roll, your enemies can provoke opportunity 
attacks from the target, and the target must make any 
opportunity attack that they provoke (save ends).
Miss: Half damage.

Lucky Shot: If the result of the d20 roll for the attack is 
EVEN, you gain a +6 feat bonus to the damage roll for 
this attack.

Moon and the Stars Sorcerer Attack 5

A chill winter moon appears overhead, and around it 
swims a myriad of radiant stars. you can unleash the 
power of either on a foe.

Daily * Arcane, Implement; Varies
Standard Action * Ranged 10

Target: One or two creatures
Attack: +19 vs Reflex
Hit: 3d6 + 17 cold or radiant damage. The damage type 
you choose determines the attack's additional benefit.
Cold: The target is slowed and cannot shift (save ends 
both).
Radiant: You can spend one healing surge (even if you 
hit two targets).
Miss: Half damage (your choice of cold or radiant).

Lucky Shot: If the result of the d20 roll for the attack is 
EVEN, you gain a +6 feat bonus to the damage roll for 
this attack.

Minor Actions

Chaotic Defense Sorcerer Utility 6

You create a din of chaotic sounds, from a wolf's forlorn 
howl to a dead sailor's dirge. In the cacaphony, you find 
temporary aid.

Daily * Arcane
Minor Action * Personal

Effect: Roll a d4 to determine the power's effect.
1. You gain temporary hit points equal to 2d6 +6.
2. You gain a +2 power bonus to all defenses until 

the end of your turn.
3. Until the end of the encounter, each creature 

that attacks you takes 2d6 damage.
4. You gain all three of the benefits described 

above.

Dragon's Resolve Sorcerer Utility 10

Your blood boils with the wrath of a dragon, giving you 
greater fury and power when the situation seems most 
dire.

Daily * Arcane
Minor Action * Personal

Effect: Until the end of the encounter, while you are 
bloodied you gain a +1 power bonus to attack rolls and a 
+6 power bonus to saving throws.

Torrent of Power Wild Mage Utility 12

You open a conduit tot he Elemental Chaos. Its surging 
energy erupts uncontrollably.

Daily * Arcane
Minor Action * Personal

Effect: Until the end of the encounter, whenever you roll 
the highest number on any damage die, roll that die again 
and add its result to the damage total.
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Diabolic Transformation Feat Power

You roar with fury as the hellish blood  that flows 
through your veins reveals its true power. In the blink of 
an eye, you transform into a brutish fiend.

Daily * Polymorph
Minor Action * Personal

Effect: You transform into a diabolic brute until the end 
of the encounter. While you are in this form, you gain 
regeneration 4, you increase fire resistance by 5, you 
gain a +2 bonus to damage rolls, and the attack bonus to 
attack rolls granted by your Bloodhunt racial trait 
increases to +2.

Special: Once during this encounter while you are in this 
form, you can use the black wrath of hell power.

Items

Lifesaving Brooch Level 12, 13,000 gp

This small white and red pin helps those who seek to aid 
you.

Item Slot: Neck
Enhancement: +3 to Reflex, Fortitude, and Will

Property: Allies gain a +5 bonus to Heal checks to 
administer first aid.

Chaos Gloves Level 4, 840 gp

The gloves are decorated with an eye-wrenching but 
faded whorl of colors.

Item Slot: Gloves

Critical: If you score a critical hit against elemental 
creatures, you deal an additional 2d10 damage.

Power (Encounter): Free Action. When you hit with a 
power that has the psychic keyword, you deal an extra 
1d10 psychic damage.

Hat of Disguise Level 10, 5,000 gp

This chapeau appears as you wish, changing you and 
your equipment as it transforms.

Item Slot: Head

Property: While using this item's power, gain a +5 item 
bonus to bluff checks to pass off a disguise.

Power (At-Will* Illusion): Standard Action. You gain 
the appearance of any humanoid race of the same size 
category as you. Your clothing and equipment alter 
appearance to reflect this change. The illusion does not 
alter sound or texture, so a creature listening to you or 
touching you may detect the illusion.

Lullaby Weapon Level 14, 21,000 gp

With a swing of this weapon, your enemy becomes 
lethargic, moving slower until finally collapsing into a 
snoring heap.

Weapon: Staff (+2 prof, d8, no properties)
Critical: +1d6 damage per plus
Enhancement: +3 to attack rolls and damage rolls

Power (Daily * Sleep): Free Action. Use this power 
when you hit with the weapon. Make a secondary attack 
against the target's will defense, with an attack bonus 
equal to the level of this weapon plus its enhancement 
bonus. If this attack hits, the target is slowed (save ends). 
If the target fails its first saving throw against this power, 
it becomes unconscious (save ends)

Rager's Belt Level 2, 520 gp

The buckle of this belt invokes a scene of a wild, frenzied  
warrior.

Item Slot: Belt

Property: You gain a +4 bonus to your first saving 
throw against death.

Repulsion Armor Level 12, 13,000 gp

Inlaid with esoteric runes, this armor can repel even the 
most persistent foes.

Armor: Cloth (+0 to defenses, no penalties)
Enhancement: +3 to AC

Power (Daily): Minor Action. Whenever an enemy 
moves into an adjacent square, you can push that enemy 
1 square and an immediate reaction. This power lasts 
until the end of the encounter.

Staff of Winter Level 14, 21,000 gp

This staff is engraved with winter symbols and is cold to 
the touch. It adds to the effect of your cold spells.

Implement: Staff (+2 prof, d8, no properties)
Critical: +1d6 cold damage per plus
Enhancement: +3 to attack rolls and damage rolls

Power (Daily): Free Action. Use this power when using 
a power that has the cold keyword. After you resolve the 
power, all enemies within 3 squares of you are 
immobilized (save ends).

Tooth of Chaos Level 14, 21,000 gp

This dagger seems to change shape in your hand, 
becoming precisely what you need to strike your enemy.

Weapon: Dagger (+3 prof, d4, Off-hand, Light thrown)
Enhancement: +3 to attack rolls and damage rolls
Critical: +1d8 damage per plus

Power (Daily): Free Action. Trigger: You hit an enemy 
with a sorcerer attack power using this dagger. Effect: 
Whenever you hit that enemy with a sorcerer attack 
power before the end of the encounter, you can treat your 
attack roll as even or odd.
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